
Invest in  
Your Hands.

Invest in  
Your Future.

Learn more. 
Visit SBSmiles.com/PracticePlus

Our Mission
As a patient-centric, doctor-focused, and staff-

driven organization, Simply Beautiful Smiles 

(SBS) is committed to creating an environment 

for our team members to thrive, and to ensure 

those we serve consistently receive access to 

outstanding and affordable dental care.

For SBS doctors, this means providing 

an organizational model that replaces 

administrative burdens with centralized  

support so practitioners can fully devote their 

time and talents to doing what they do best 

and love most: caring for patients. It also 

means offering an opportunity for doctors—at 

every stage of their professional and personal 

development—to take greater control of their 

career trajectory, further enhance work/life 

balance and maximize their earning potential 

through a unique practice ownership model.

PracticePLUS
Executive Doctor Program

Your path to office  
ownership at half the cost.



Welcome to the 
SBS PracticePLUS 
Executive Doctor 
Program
Few dentists undertake the significant  

effort and expense of dental school to 

simply become an employee—even if  

they are well-compensated as such. At  

the same time, start-up costs to establish  

an independent practice can exceed  

$750K. Purchasing an existing practice at 

upward of $1M is even further out-of-reach.  

The result: most dentists, even superstar  

dentists, see no viable path to controlling 

their career destiny.

Current SBS dentists can 
become executive dentists 
through one of the following 
paths: buying a current SBS 
practice or building a de 
novo practice.

Through this model, emerging doctors can 

fast-track their careers. Established dentists 

can determine how and where they spend 

their time, and dentists with families can 

have the freedom and flexibility to achieve 

the often-elusive work/life balance.

A Fit for any Practice

Emerging Dentists 
•  Fast-track career trajectory

•  Transition from employee  
to entrepreneur 

•  Access inexpensive capital,  
avoid more debt

•  Control professional destiny

Established Practitioners
•  Invest in your own hands

•  Maximize earning potential 

•  Determine how and where  
to spend time

•  Build a DSO within a DSO, and 
establish and grow new practices

  The typical practice purchase price is $350K

  The borrower is the individual doctor

  Financing available up to 90% of  

the purchase price for five years. 

Example: $315,000 financed  

on a $350,000 practice

  Loan fee is 0.5% of the loan amount

  Example: $1,575 on $315,000

  Rate of 250 basis points over five-year 

Bloomberg-rate with a floor of 3.5%

  Unsecured loan may require  

an additional guaranty

  Personal depository relationship required

SBS PracticePLUS  
by the numbers

Doctor Parents 
•  Achieve work/life balance  

freedom at every professional  

and personal stage

•  Devote time and talents to what  
you do best and love most

•  Leverage independence to locate 

•  Create a family legacy


